WRAPSTAT FAQS
This sheet is meant to provide information to our partners and potential collaborators about our new
data management system, WrapStat, which supports the Wraparound Fidelity Assessment System tools
(the WFI-EZ, TOM 2.0, and the DART). Below is a list of common questions we have received. If you
cannot find the answer to your questions below, you can also email us at wrapeval@uw.edu.
ACCESSING WRAPSTAT:

When will WrapStat be up and running?
WrapStat will do a soft launch on September 1st. At that time, all tabs, except the Reports Tab, will be
functional. This delay in release was a result of some initial changes to the system thanks to feedback
given during pilot testing. Come September, programs will be able to set up users in the system, enter
youth into the youth rosters, create an evaluation cycle and begin data collection. All reports - general,
WFI-EZ, TOM 2.0 and DART - will be released in the coming months. Reports will be released as they are
ready. The General Report and WFI-EZ Report will be the first two released. Followed by the TOM 2.0 and
DART.
Note that additional changes to released tabs, like data upload, will come later. WERT will keep all
WrapStat users up to date regarding new releases and will provide technical assistance as needed.

When can my program access WrapStat?
Programs will be transitioned to WrapStat according to their contract renewal dates. If your contract
renews on September 1st, 2020, you will be transitioned as soon as WrapStat is up and running. If your
contract renewal is after September 1st, 2020, you will be transitioned at the time of your contract
renewal. For example, if your CoMotion contract ends January 1st, 2021, you will stay in WrapTrack
September 1st, 2020, and will later be transitioned to WrapStat on January 1st, 2021.
For WrapTrack Users: Please note that while you will gain access to WrapStat with your new license
agreement, you are not required to transition over at that time from WrapTrack. If you are in the middle
of data collection or want more time to transition over, that is fine. WrapTrack will be phased out by April
2021, so please keep that in mind when you are deciding when you would like to transition to WrapStat.

What do we need to do to get ready for WrapStat?
Prior to accessing WrapStat, programs will need to work one-on-one with WERT to set up their “WrapStat
Configuration.” Your programs configuration is important and will determine how you can view, sort and
report on your data in the system. To learn more about this initial set-up step, please watch the video
linked below.

WrapStat Configuration Video

WERT will reach out to programs to begin this process once we receive your programs new license
agreement. Depending on the size and complexity of your Wraparound program’s structure, this initial
phase may take time to complete. However, once your configuration is set up, you will be able to freely
access the system.

Will you provide trainings for WrapStat?
When you gain access to WrapStat, you will be provided with a comprehensive user manual for WrapStat
as well as a series of tutorial videos. So far, early site testers have preferred to follow instructions in
videos as they allow the user the chance to re-watch and follow along with the specific steps for a task.
Similar to WrapTrack, we will be available for technical assistance and you can email us at
wrapeval@uw.edu

TRANSITION TO WRAPSTAT FROM WRAPTRACK:

Will I be able to transfer over my program’s WrapTrack data to WrapStat?
WERT is working with 3Ci, the developers of WrapStat, to build data upload feature into the system. Once
built, users will be able to upload their historical data from WrapTrack into the system. We do not know
when this feature will be released but we will keep our users updated about it. Data upload will also allow
users to enter open evaluation cycle data into a csv and upload it. This will be particularly useful for
programs that license the DART.
Prior to uploading the historical WrapTrack data, users will need to:
1. Enter in their youth records. To simplify this process users can enter in only the few required
variables and use bulk upload
2. Transfer their downloaded WrapTrack data onto a csv template. This template is in development
now. WERT will update users when this template is available for use.

Can we move all of our youth records over?
Yes. Your program can transfer over all your youth records into the system from WrapTrack. If programs
want to upload their historical WrapTrack data for the WFI-EZ and/or TOM 2.0, we recommend that you
start uploading youth data right away since that is the first step in the process.
Youth bulk upload allows you to input as many youths as you want via a csv. This feature will be useful
when migrating your youth.

Will WERT be doing all of the migration behind the scenes or will programs be expected to
enter data, enter things in a spreadsheet for upload, etc.?
Programs are responsible for migrating their youth and eventually their WrapTrack data into the system.
WERT is working with 3Ci to make this migration as seamless as possible for programs with the youth bulk
upload and data upload. WERT will also provide resources to support users in this process (i.e. videos,
guides) and technical assistance throughout this process.

Will all user accounts and care coordinators be migrated over?
Programs are responsible for setting up their users and care coordinators into the new system. There are
several new features that allow for greater specificity for user roles in WrapStat. For example, when
setting up a user in the system, you can designate which tabs of the system they do and do not have
access to and which tool(s) they can access. Since the systems operate differently, WERT will not be
transferring over all users. WERT will set up the Lead Evaluator of your Wraparound Program into the
system and that individual can begin to transfer over users into the system.
TOOLS IN / FUNCTIONS OF WRAPSTAT:

What tools will be in WrapStat?
WrapStat was developed to support the Wraparound Fidelity Assessment System (WFAS) tools. These
tools are the WFI-EZ, TOM 2.0 and DART. WrapStat is available to all Wraparound programs that license
the use of at least one of these tools.

What kind of reporting will be available through WrapStat?
While WrapStat’s main function is to support in the implementation and reporting of the WFAS tools, it
will also do more general reporting of your Wraparound program. WrapStat will track additional variables
that are important for high-fidelity Wraparound including length of enrollment, Care Coordinator
turnover, reasons for discharge and basic outcomes measurements. While none of these variables are
required in the system, users will be able to run reports on all this information if they choose to record it
in the system. All data will be available for raw download.
Additionally, for every report, users will be able to specify which type of information they want to see
based on date range and level of analysis. Users will be able to view data from multiple levels, the
smallest of which being the care coordinator level. For that level, reports can be generated for a single
care coordinator in the system or in aggregate (selecting multiple and/or all care coordinators in the
system). This feature will allow users more stratification and specification of their data in reporting to
better assess their Wraparound programs fidelity.

